
SCHIEBEL ANNOUNCES CAPABILITY UPDATE 
PROGRAMME AT CAMCOPTER® S-100 USER 
CONFERENCE  

Vienna, 28 October 2019 – Schiebel announced at its User Conference, which took 
place from 15 to 17 October in Vienna this year, a Capability Update Programme 
(CUP) to provide customers with a further enhanced CAMCOPTER® S-100. 

Once again, Schiebel hosted users from all over the world at its User Conference in 
Vienna. The conference provides a platform for sharing users’ experiences and to update 
on new developments and innovations for the CAMCOPTER® S-100. 

In the course of the three-day conference, Schiebel announced its programme of work, 
with the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), to provide customers with a further 
enhanced product to meet future Civil Aviation Standards for operation in public air 
space. The rapidly evolving Unmanned Air System (UAS) market drove the decision to 
start a programme ensuring the future full certifiability of the CAMCOPTER® S-100.  

“Since launch, our CAMCOPTER® S-100 has steadily and continuously evolved. As the 
market leader for Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) UAS we’re looking back at more 
than 20 years of experience and continued development. Given today’s market demands 
and the ever changing airworthiness requirements, it was a logical step for us to launch 
our CUP,” said Hans Georg Schiebel, Chairman of the Schiebel Group.  

“The User Conference offers a unique opportunity to exchange experiences with other 
users and to hear about Schiebel’s plans. It goes to show that the company really listens 
to their customers and to the market’s needs. The workshops are an excellent platform to 
update our knowledge and to network with other customers. The CUP is a forward-
thinking and innovative project and I am very much looking forward to the outcome,” said 
Alexandre Durget, Head of the French Navy UAV Unit. 

About Schiebel:
Founded in 1951, the Vienna-based Schiebel Group focuses on the development, testing and production of 
state-of-the-art mine detection equipment and the revolutionary CAMCOPTER® S-100 Unmanned Air 
System (UAS). Certified to meet AS/EN 9100 standards, Schiebel has built an international reputation for 
producing quality defense and humanitarian products, which are backed by exceptional after-sales service 
and support. With headquarters in Vienna (Austria), Schiebel now maintains production facilities in Wiener 
Neustadt (Austria) and Abu Dhabi (UAE), as well as offices in Washington, DC (USA) and Shoalhaven 
(Australia).  

About the CAMCOPTER® S-100: 
Schiebel’s CAMCOPTER® S-100 Unmanned Air System (UAS) is an operationally proven capability for 
military and civilian applications. The Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) UAS requires no prepared area 



 
or supporting equipment to enable launch and recovery. It operates by day and by night, under adverse 
weather conditions, with a beyond line-of-sight capability out to 200 km / 108 nm, over land and sea. Its 
carbon fiber and titanium fuselage provides capacity for a wide range of payload / endurance combinations 
up to a service ceiling of 5,500 m / 18,000 ft. In a typical configuration, the CAMCOPTER® S-100 carries a 
34-kg / 75-lbs payload up to 10 hours and is powered with AVGas or JP-5 heavy fuel. High-definition 
payload imagery is transmitted to the control station in real time. In addition to its standard GPS waypoint 
or manual navigation, the S-100 can successfully operate in environments where GPS is not available, with 
missions planned and controlled via a simple point-and-click graphical user interface. The high-tech 
unmanned helicopter is backed by Schiebel’s excellent customer support and training services. 
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